
Maintaining a strong
immune system is critical
to staying well, especially
today. Oxygen Therapy can
give your immunity a head
start in the right direction.

BOOST YOUR
IMMUNE SYSTEM 

Oxygen therapy can do as
much good for your mental
state as your physical well-
being. Mental wellness is
vital to living better.
Feeling a little foggy? See
things more clearly with
93% oxygen purity, and let
the rest go to your head.

BOOST YOUR BRAIN 

Imagine feeling a renewed
energy from the moment
you wake up. Boost O2 can
give you the physical and
mental boost you’ve been
looking for. No caffeine
needed here.

BOOST YOUR ENERGY 

Increasing oxygenation to
your bodies tissues can
reverse many of the
primary markers of the
aging progress. Increased
oxygen can restore and
maintain your health at the
cellular level. 

"INSUFFICIENT OXYGEN MEANS INSUFFICIENT BIOLOGICAL ENERGY THAT

CAN RESULT IN ANYTHING FROM MILD FATIGUE TO LIFE-THREATENING

DISEASE. THE LINK BETWEEN INSUFFICIENT OXYGEN AND DISEASE HAS

NOW BEEN FIRMLY ESTABLISHED". 

DR. W. SPENCER WAY, FROM THE JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICIANS

ANTI-AGING 
BREAKTHROUGH 

Read more at
boostmyo2.com

Oxygen Therapy 
Benefits 



Find out more! 

Your first two sessions
are free when you use
the code "SHWO2"

Learn more about  oxygen
therapy at our website

Boostmyo2.com 

THE IMPORTANCE OF
OXYGEN 

HOW IT WORKS?

30 TRILLION REASONS TO
CONSIDER OXYGEN THERAPY 

Oxygen is the most important
element to you being alive. As we
age our bodies become less
efficient at delivering oxygen to
our cells. Oxygen therapy is one of
the only options available to boost
oxygen delivery to your cells. 

One on one with an expert
coach
15 minutes of gentle exercise
while breathing pure oxygen
Safe and effective with the
power of a hyperbaric chamber
Boosts oxygen delivery to your
brain, skin, internal organs and
your entire body. 

Your body has 30 trillion cells and
every one of them need the
adequate amount of oxygen to do
their job. If your cells don't have the
proper amount of oxygen they are
not working to their full potential
and many health issues can occur as
a result.

Oxygen Therapy 
See what adding more oxygen can do

for your health


